Rapid Set Concrete Patch Materials (RSCP) 
Technical Committee Conference Call 
June 23rd, 2015

Attendees: Nikita Reed (FLDOT), Rick Douds (GADOT), Mark Nelson (Nelson Testing), Brad Young (OHDOT), Merrill Zwanka (SCDOT), Bill Real (NHDOT), Scott Wutzke (NDDOT), Rich Mulcahy (MassDOT), Rick Carpenito (MassDOT), Wally Heyen (NEDOT), Grant Kao (CTS Cement), Wendy Henry (Quikrete)

1. New Chair-Nikita Reed is taking over for Bill Real as the chair of this committee.

2. Review of annual meeting
   a. Action Items There may be research opportunities based on data collected from testing. This topic will be explored.

3. 2015 RSCP submission cycle (06/01/2015 - 08/14/2015) Zero products submitted so far, will send out reminder in July to manufacturers.

4. Polymer Products By condensing all testing into a matrix, some of the testing may not be appropriate to product type. We need to review this matrix and make any necessary changes, focusing mainly on polymer testing.
   a. Sample size for compressive strength (specify C579 instead of 4”x8” cylinders) We need to make this change in the work plan.
   b. Compressive strength testing intervals (C928 vs C579) Work plan calls for 1 hr, 3hr, 1 day, 7 day, and 28 day (mostly from C928) for all compression testing. C579 (polymer testing) requires only 7 days. Should these be separated?
   c. C 928 specifies specimen age when performing C 882 for cementitious and polymer-modified products (1 and 7 days). Is this appropriate for polymer products as well?

5. Is TP 95 (surface resistivity) appropriate for all product types? FLDOT has this in their spec for polymer modified only, mainly for vertical use. This is still an ongoing topic of discussion.

6. Green sustainable certification? Industry (USG) approached about having some type of green sustainable certification. We should poll the states about interest as a whole in this type of certification.

7. Post previous version of the work plan? Archived work plans (2012 and 2014) are now posted on NTPEP website for RSCP.
8. Addition of pre-packaged grouts (C1107) and mortars (C387? and C270?) There does seem to be interest in evaluating grouts and mortars. This information can be passed along to the products implementation group for review when they get underway or taken on by this committee.

9. Next Conference Call - September? Call is scheduled for September 15th at 11am eastern time.

10. Adjourn